Volunteer Involvement 101 - Reaching Out to and Connecting with Grassroots Organizations: Fact Sheets for Effective Volunteer Involvement

From Volunteer Canada (www.volunteer.ca)

This resource, made up of a series of fourteen fact sheets (Involving Volunteers Effectively), was created to support grassroots and citizen-based organizations that do not receive leadership and other services through traditional networks.

Why Involve Volunteers?

Why Do People Volunteer?

Why Does Your Group Exist?

Is Our Group Open, Welcoming and Volunteer-friendly?

How Welcoming and Healthy Is Your Group? A Check-Up For Volunteer Recruitment

How Do You Attract The Right People And Keep Them Involved?

Youth: How Can We Get Them Involved?

Do You Run Effective Meetings?

How Does Your Group Make Decisions?

How Are We Doing? The Essential Check-Ups!

Have You Risk-Proofed Your Operations?

How Can We Avoid Burnout?

Have We Thanked The Volunteers?

Recruiting, Mentoring and Retaining The Right People

The Fact Sheets were produced by the Ontario Volunteer Centre Network and Volunteer Canada.